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Group Psi Game 2018: 
The DreamWide Web, A Review

Ralf Penderak

The Group Psi Game (GPG) is part of the annual online Psiberdreaming 
Conference (PDC) of the International Association for the Study of Dreams. 

Joy Fatooh, Maria C. Cernuto and me joined forces, again, in this seventh 
year of the game. 

“... we incubate dreams to see the right target picture, which will only be 
chosen in the future, ... all participants dream together and then work together 
to solve the mystery in a fun and fascinating process that improves every year 
with participants’ suggestions.”                              

- Joy Fatooh, inventor of the GPG

The Group Psi Game (GPG) is part of IASD’s annual online Psiberdreaming 
Conference (PDC) 

Monday, October 1

 Monday the discussion thread opened, information and instructions were posted, and participants 
started to gather and introduce themselves, socializing. We also shared our different ways of dream 
incubation.

Moderators also reminded participants that, ever since the fi rst PDC in 2002, we have had the habit of 
boldfacing (or highlighting in some way) elements we feel stand out in our dreams, elements feeling 
like they contain psi information. This too, with an eye on their psi dreaming styles. 

Joy prepared a bunch of possible target pictures, only narrowing down her choice in the week before 
the GPG. So before our designated dreaming night on Tuesday into Wednesday, four possible target 
pictures were already chosen, and only known to Joy. 

Dreams don’t care so much about these “muggle” limitations; that is what our game is all about – but 
you should make up your own mind reading this review. To me it appears the GPG sent ripples through 
time and space, intricately woven into the “Dream Wide Web” - the the-
me of the 2018 PDC.  

Tuesday, October 2

Preparing for the dreaming night.  Among chitchat, we honed our psi 
dreaming skills. 

Wednesday, October 3, starting 12 noon EDT

Dreams were posted; preliminary discussion began.

LizLynne and Harry Bosma were already getting into the wake of Noah’s Ark on Wednesday, on Harry‘s 
social dreaming website “Dreamers United.”  They were discussing GPG dreams among others.  Harry 
wasn’t participating in PDC; Laura was very involved with PDC, but not with GPG; and LizLynne was 
participating in the GPG. 

LizLynne: Third pair of animals: Laura‘s two foxes, Ralf‘s two gorillas and my two dogs - A rip-
ple?

Harry: “Oh, two of the same sounds interesting. Biblical even. Hehe.”

LizLynne: “There you go, maybe the Group Dream Psi picture is of Noah‘s Ark…”
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On the GPG discussion board LizLynne shared her speculation, and mentioned James W.’s two dol-
phins standing out from a group of fi ve.  Other dreams had pairs of shoes, not animals.

We had another ripple around “fl ooding” on Dreamers United, also on October 3, including dreams 
from Laura, Harry, me, and another member. This weaving of dreams had an impact on my choosing 
“Noah’s Ark” as #1, later on. 

23 of 27 participants shared dreams, many sharing multiple entries. We also included waking psi and 
synchronicity in our reports, if they felt fi tting with the incubation.  

 Thursday, October 4, 12 noon EDT

Four possible target pictures were posted. Final discussion and voting began.

Of course we gasped at the fact that LizLynne had named one of the four possible target pictures, 
before they were revealed! Even at this point it was a great hit, while still we didn’t know which would 
be the fi nal target picture. The presence of the Ark became suggestive of the GPG rippling over the 
boundaries of groups, connecting to dreamers not incubating for this event. 

How to identify the target picture? Many of us started with looking for matches between our own 
dreams and the possible target pictures. By reading what everybody said about her/ his own dreams 
we got a better understanding of the quality and strength of these commonalities. We also wrote 
about how we felt drawn to certain images intuitively, while keeping an eye on how our perception 
and judgement may have been biased. This process is the core of honing our ability to detect psi in 
our own dreams, and in the reports of others. It is also the basis on which we rank the possible tar-
gets by casting our votes, looking at all of the group’s dreams.

Maria was, like others, concerned we might fall for D, “Noah’s Ark,” as a red herring. She made a 
case for B, “Education,” which also had many matches with the group’s dreams. She used Beverly 
D’Urso’s “Cutting Technique”: edit all dream reports to cut away everything except what seems to 
relate to target picture A; repeat for B, C and D.

A snippet from Maria’s cutting of matches with D, Noah’s Ark:

“... Outside I see water everywhere… Now the water level is somehow sinking, and soon it is 
gone.… feels like a natural disaster. Did I tune in to… fl ooding somewhere around the wor-
ld?...”

This is what, after the cutting, remained from my dream report and notes titled “Elements Raging,” 
originally more than 350 words. 
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Done with the “cutting,” Maria counted the words re-
lating to each of the four possible targets, and to her 
surprise ended up with: A – 313; B – 391; C – 168; 
D – 611.

LizLynne  made a list of apparent hits: A - 35, B - 36, 
C - 35, D - 58. In Tony’s list D still ranked second: A 
– 11, B – 5, C – 4, D – 7.

Among other approaches for ranking the possible 
targets were incubating another dream, using “I-po-
domancy” (seeing what comes up on a random play-
list), looking for synchronicities in waking life, or in-
cluding dreams from before the incubation night(s). 
Mike, who with me is a member of Maria’s “Psidrea-
mers” group, shared on October 28th in another PDC 
discussion one of his dreams from a month earlier:

“3 of 5 (Fragment): I‘m in a public pla-
ce, meeting (Psidreamer) Ralf Pender-
ak to watch a hockey game.  We begin 
conversing. He says something about 
‘3 of 5.’ The rest is forgotten.”

 I didn’t react then.  Only later it clicked, as I wro-
te: “Three in fi ve [of my] dreams have strong hits to 
target D.”  At least for Mike and me this dream-day 
connection was very convincing of “Noah’s Ark” 
being the target, and placing it above B - Education.  

Another wondrous synchronicity moved me to vote 
for D as  #1: My younger son performed a Noah’s 
Ark song with his kindergarten pals on World Child-
ren’s Day, September 20th. 

At the end of the discussion phase, 22 weighted vo-
tes were cast - a good turnout. 

A: 24. B: 40. C: 12. D: 56.

 Saturday, October 6, 6 p.m. EDT

The target was chosen by a predetermined 
mathematical transformation of a daily lot-
tery number drawn at the moment of the 
group choice deadline. D - Noah’s Ark! The 
group rejoiced and celebrated another vic-
tory.

Joy had stayed in the background, but now 
was the right time to share her dream from 
the night before the target image was cho-
sen: 

“I dreamed that I was sent to look 
for wood -- fi rewood, I assumed -- 
around the edges of a dry lake bed. I 
saw some good sized downed trees. 
And then I turned back and saw the 
lake bed had meanwhile fl ooded! 
Oddly, a bunch of Girl Scouts and 
Boy Scouts had been picnicking and 
hadn‘t even bothered to move; they 
were happily cavorting neck-deep in 
the fl oodwaters. Then I saw that the 
other side of a levee was also fl oo-
ded, and vehicles kept driving up a 
ramp and straight into the water. I 
checked; everyone seemed to be 
okay.

“Then I found, lying on top of a tree 
stump, a wet, muddy, fl ood-dama-
ged map. I picked it up and saw that 
it showed an entire continent. I said, 
‘I thought it would be Africa, but it‘s 
South America!’

“I recounted this dream in puzzle-
ment to my husband on waking, and 
fi nally realized what it was pointing 
to, about the time that I noticed that 
Image C‘s parrot was an African Grey. 
I thought, ‘Three out of four images 
relate in some way to Africa.... Aha!’ 
I‘ve been dying to tell y‘all.”

To really appreciate this dream, you need to 
know that “Noah’s Ark” was sculpted by an 
Inca artist in South America. 

I hope the reader has an impression now of 
the Group Psi Game, which appears to me 
as threads and beads forming part of an en-
compassing Dream Wide Web. Our dreams 
seem to be resonating across time and spa-
ce with other events. I fi nd meaning in the 
connection of Noah’s Ark with both the GPG 
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and the World Children’s Day, as if a more 
encompassing consciousness were nudging 
us into seeing the world as One, and life as 
something precious we are meant to preser-
ve, for ourselves and the children.

On a different note, the past results of the 
game appear promising: we scored above 
chance expectation. I’m dreaming of keeping 
the fun of the game, and making it more con-
trolled, as well as adding quantitative appro-
aches such as using word count software. A 
game of science and dream experience. 

Ralf Penderak, a nurse, worked with his own dreams 

for most of his life. His focus is group -, psi - and lucid 

dreaming. A longtime resident of the World Dreams 

Peace Bridge, he also co - facilitates the Group Psi 

Game, and made it to the podium in some PDC con-

tests.  


